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Fig. 1. Screenshot of our intelligent argumentation writing support system: a student conducts a persuasive
writing exercise and is nudged with intelligent argumentation self-evaluation based on the argumentation
quality of her text to increase augmentation skill learning. For the sake of this paper we translated the user
interface into English.
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Recent advantages from computational linguists can be leveraged to nudge students with adaptive self-
evaluation based on their argumentation skill level. To investigate how individual argumentation self-
evaluation will help students write more convincing texts, we designed an intelligent argumentation writing
support system called ArgumentFeedback based on nudging theory and evaluated it in a series of three
qualitative and quaxntitative studies with a total of 83 students. We found that students who received a
self-evaluation nudge wrote more convincing texts with a better quality of formal and perceived argumen-
tation compared to the control group. The measured self-efficacy and the technology acceptance provide
promising results for embedding adaptive argumentation writing support tools in combination with digital
nudging in traditional learning settings to foster self-regulated learning. Our results indicate that the design
of nudging-based learning applications for self-regulated learning combined with computational methods for
argumentation self-evaluation has a beneficial use to foster better writing skills of students.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Natural language processing; • Human-centered
computing→Natural language interfaces; Field studies; •Applied computing→ Interactive learning
environments.

Additional KeyWords and Phrases: educational applications, argumentation learning, adaptive learning, digital
nudging
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1 INTRODUCTION
The ability to memorize existing information is becoming less important in today’s environment
as most information is easily available. Instead, the ability to arrange and absorb information is
becoming increasingly important. As a result, work profiles are shifting toward transdisciplinary,
ambiguous, and creative jobs [102]. When it comes to the composition of skills and knowledge
imparted, educational institutions must change their curriculum [94]. Metacognition abilities,
such as critical thinking, teamwork, and problem-solving, have become more crucial to teach
to students [29]. International institutions such as the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) and the World Economic Forum (WEF) have advocated for a shift in
student education to prepare future workers with the necessary skills for digitization [114]. In
fact, the OECD included metacognition skills as a major element in their Learning Framework
2030 [64]. One example of these competencies is the skill of arguing in a structured, reflective, and
well-formed way [96]. Argumentation is not only an important aspect of our daily speech and
thinking, but it also supports a variety of other metacognitive skills like communication, teamwork,
and problem-solving. [48]. The ability to construct convincing arguments has been recognized as
the foundation for persuading an audience of novel ideas since Aristotle’s studies, and it plays a
major role in analyzing different viewpoints and productive, democratic civil discourse, such as
citizens determining whether certain news is fake or not [22].

However, due to a lack of individual and personal learning experiences (i.e., [38, 105]), teaching
and training argumentation abilities in educational institutions are inherently hampered. Not just in
the distance-learning scenarios of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs, [78]), but also in typical
large-scale lectures at universities, students are challenged with unequal educator-student ratios.
Large class numbers in high schools, mass lectures at universities with more than 100 students per
speaker, and MOOCs with more than 1000 participants all obstruct individual interaction between
students and educators [78, 118]. This trend has been aided by the rise of MOOCs in recent years.
In 2017, 33.1 percent of learners around the world took at least one online course, up from 24.8
percent in 2012 [51]. With Coursera, the largest MOOC provider, launching a successful Initial
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Public Offering (IPO) in March 2021, more distance learning settings are expected to grow [97].
Several studies have found that a lack of individualized support leads to poor learning outcomes,
high dropout rates, and unhappiness with the entire learning experience, particularly when it
comes to gaining argumentation skills [9, 27, 40].
Utilizing recent advances in computational linguistics is one possibility for providing students

with individual self-evaluation and adaptive feedback [71]. Methods from natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) and machine learning (ML) have been successfully used to predict argumentation
quality in given texts [50, 54]. In this context, argumentation mining (AM) research is a crucial
field for the development of support systems that identify arguments in unstructured texts [54].
AM can be used to score the quality of a text and provide tailored feedback about textual docu-
ments [16, 55, 81, 83]. For at least 35 years, scientists (i.e., [79]), especially those from the fields of
educational technology, computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW) and human-computer
interaction (HCI), have designed systems to support the active teaching of argumentation for
students with input masks, representational guidance, or adaptive feedback to enhance students’
learning of argumentation (e.g., [2, 20, 57, 66, 69, 110]). Nevertheless, the design and adoption of
current argumentation learning systems are lagging behind the recent technological developments
in HCI and computational linguistics research. This eventually leads to a lack of literature and
design knowledge from an interdisciplinary perspective for building an accessible, intelligent, and
learner-centered argumentation tool that enables self-regulated learning [119], e.g., to support
collaborative scenarios [57]. Thus, learners still struggle to train argumentation skills due to a lack
of adaptive and instant evaluations in their individual learning process since current approaches
either fail to provide scalable and formative feedback on the argumentation skills of students or
are not student-centered [50, 73]. AM algorithms have been embedded into learning exercises to
support students when learning argumentation skills in peer review scenarios [108, 110] or in
online discussions [57]. However, even though much literature on argumentation systems exists,
insights on specific learner-centered design features with a more nuanced view on certain design
characteristics in combination with self-evaluation based on recent computational methods, such as
AM, are rare. Moreover, studies that confirm the recently investigated positive effects on adaptive
argumentation feedback based on AM are lacking [2, 110].
To consider learner-centricity, we drew on the concept of nudging, originally a concept from

behavioral economics [92], to nudge users to utilize computational methods in their learning
process. In fact, the soft-paternalistic paradigm of nudging users towards an intended behavior has
shown positive effects on decision making in digital environments [13], e.g., for nudging towards
secure [37, 70, 121] and privacy-friendly internet behavior [77]. Nudging is based on psychological
effects that influence or counteract behavior to support users in their decision-making, especially by
exploiting biases and heuristics of individuals [59]. Embedding both nudges in traditional learning
environments and digital nudges in learning tools have shown positive effects on learning outcomes,
especially for self-regulated learning such as self-evaluation [13, 37, 61, 115]. For example, [61] have
found that push notifications about missing submissions nudge students to improve assignment
adherence and course grades, and [28] have found that nudging students to give motivational advice
to their peers (e.g., how to stop procrastinating) leads to higher academic grades. However, as much
literature on argumentation learning exists, extant research falls short of providing a computational
approach combined with a student-centered and theory-based design along withrigorous empirical
evaluations to compare distinct features such as a self-evaluation nudge to help students learn
how to argue (i.e. [2, 108, 110, 113]). An interdisciplinary HCI perspective combined with recent
methods from AM to form a learner-centered argumentation writing support system that provides
students with the opportunity to monitor and evaluate themselves based on nudging theory is
missing [2, 41, 110, 113].
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Drawing on nudging theory as a guiding design principle [92], we aimed to contribute by
investigating, designing, and evaluating a novel student-centered learning system called Argu-
mentFeedback to enable students to self-evaluate their argumentation writing skills independently
[6, 8, 120]. We followed a rigorous theory-motivated design approach, where we systematically
searched literature in the field of educational technology and HCI following [18, 103] to carefully
derive requirements for the design of ArgumentFeedback. Based on these design insights, we fol-
lowed the methodology of [59] to design different nudges for argumentation skill learning based on
self-evaluation [17]. We iteratively evaluated our design with 83 students in three empirical studies
to investigate if and how individual argumentation self-evaluation based on ML in combination
with digital nudging helps students write more convincing texts.

To develop an intelligent writing support tool based on AM, we (1) constructed a novel, theory-
driven argumentation annotation scheme for student-written business model pitches, (2) compiled
a corpus of 200 student-written texts, (3) trained a long short-term memory (LSTM) model predict
the individual argumentation skill level, and (4) embedded the model into our student-centered and
theory-informed design based on nudging theory [59, 117]. ArgumentFeedback provides students
with individual argumentation self-evaluation by highlighting the argumentative components,
by providing an adaptive learning dashboard when writing persuasive business pitches, and by
adaptively nudging students to write more argumentative texts based on social comparison [17, 58,
58].
To determine the impact of adaptive self-evaluation with digital nudging for argumentative

writing on students’ argumentation skills, we evaluated our learning system in one qualitative
study (Study 1), one laboratory experiment (Study 2), and one field experiment (Study 3). We
observed that participants who received an intelligent self-evaluation nudge including a social
comparison and an adaptive feedback message when writing a persuasive business pitch wrote
more formally argumentative texts compared to students who received only general self-monitoring.
Furthermore, the perceived persuasiveness of the texts was significantly higher than of the texts
from students using the other tool. Moreover, the measured intention to use, the perceived ease of
use, the perceived usefulness [100], and the self-efficacy [6] provide promising results for the usage
of social nudging in combination with adaptive feedback for effective self-regulated argumentative
skill learning. The results provide evidence that a student-centered learning tool based on digital
nudging combined with ML and NLP feedback helps students write more persuasive texts.
Our work makes three major contributions. First, based on recent advances in computational

linguistics and digital nudging theory for self-regulated argumentation skill learning and metacog-
nition skills in general, we offer insight into a comprehensive design of a student-centered writing
support tool. Second, we thoroughly evaluated our tool ArgumentFeedback in three empirical trials
with a total of 83 students, demonstrating the effectiveness of social nudging for argumentation
learning. The findings shed light on the possibilities of using NLP and ML in combination with
digital nudging to build student-centered learning support that promotes self-regulated argumen-
tative writing throughout a student’s learning journey. Our study, thus, confirms recent findings
of adaptive argumentation learning support (e.g., [2, 57, 110]) and transfers them to 1) a new
pedagogical domain and 2) combines them with another design paradigm, namely digital nudging.
Finally, our findings provide a case study on how to enhance metacognition skills in a scalable and
individual format in large-scale scenarios.

2 RELATEDWORK AND CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND
Our research is related to studies on argumentation models, computer-supported argumentation
learning systems, and AM algorithms, as well as literature about digital nudging and self-regulated
learning.
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2.1 Argumentation Skills and Underlying Theoretical Models
Argumentation is an omnipresent foundation of our daily communication and thinking [47]. In gen-
eral, argumentation aims at increasing or decreasing the acceptability of a controversial standpoint
[26]. Logically, structured arguments are a required precondition for persuasive conversations,
general decision-making, and drawing acknowledged conclusions [25]. Across multiple fields, such
as law, science, politics, or management, individuals must support their claims with essential facts,
argue in support of conclusions that are derived from those facts, and counter the claims of the
opponent in a principled way to convince others of their position or justify a conclusion [104].
Decades ago, research found that humans are generally deficient in argumentation (e.g., [10, 56, 98]).
They often do not recognize the difference between merely expressing an opinion versus making
a claim based on facts. Moreover, they do not rebut the arguments of others but ignore points of
conflict and continue to establish their own argument [10]. Thus, research in fields such as HCI
or educational technology has shown a growing interest in developing argumentation systems to
support individuals [2, 26, 110, 113].

Theories of argumentation have a long history in philosophy, linguistic research, andmathematics.
One of the first foundations was provided by Aristotle with his theory of persuasion. Afterwards,
many frameworks and “rules” of argumentation have been proposed and identified (e.g., [47, 93, 96,
106]).

In his fundamental theory, Aristotle distinguished between three interconnected principles of
persuasion: logos (logic and proof of argumentation), ethos (authority and credibility of the speaker),
and pathos (empathy and vivid language). Also authors in CSCW have built up on these three
elements [57, 93]. Accordingly, an individual can build on these three strategies to persuade an
opponent. Logos focuses on the general formality and structure of argumentation. Ethos is largely
dependent on the individual and their relation to the opponent. Pathos is about context-related
emotions and the strength of languages.

Most theoretical and practical approaches to argumentation vary in their level of detail, perspec-
tive, and specific context of applicability. Nevertheless, several scholars (e.g., [73–75]) identified
that the logic of argumentation is probably the foundation across the different theoretical argu-
mentation approaches. In general, argumentation theory agrees on the importance of logos as a
basis for proper argumentation. An argumentation discourse should fundamentally consider all
relevant facts, claims should be well-grounded and supported by premises, and both supporting and
conflicting claims should be taken into account [47, 96]. Most argumentation theories formulate
formal argumentation models, which address the logical part of Aristotle’s theory of persuasion.
One of the most prominent argumentation models is the Toulmin model [93, 95, 96]. Accordingly,
an argument consists of several components, such as a claim and at least one premise. The claim is
the central component and the statement of an argument, which is justified by premises. Accord-
ing to Toulmin’s argumentation theory, a "good" argument involves a logical structure built on
ground, claim, and warrant, whereas the grounds are the evidence used to prove a claim [95]. For
example, according to the Toulmin model, each argument can be broken down into six parts (claim,
premise/ground, warrant, backing, rebuttal, qualifier). Each of these argument components fulfills
a specific argumentative role and complements each other to create the argument. Nevertheless,
it is commonly considered that “claim” and “premise” (or also called “evidence”) are the main
components of every argument, and the rest are supporting sub-argument parts that may or may
not exist in an argument [73, 86]:

• Claim: the central point or conclusion of the argument. The ultimate goal is to convince the
opponent of the truthfulness of the claim.
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• Premise (fact, evidence, data): the support or rationale for the claim. This is the data or
evidence that the arguer uses to explain and support their claim.

2.2 Computer-Supported Argumentation Learning Systems
Approaches for teaching argumentation are limited. [42] identified three major challenges for
teaching it: "Teachers lack the pedagogical skills to foster argumentation in the classroom, so there
exists a lack of opportunities to practice argumentation; external pressures to cover material leaving no
time for skill development; and deficient prior knowledge on the part of learners". Therefore, many
authors have claimed that fostering argumentation skills should be assigned a more central role
in our formal educational system [23, 49]. Most students learn to argue in the course of their
studies simply through interactions with their classmates or teachers. In fact, individual support of
argumentation learning is missing in most learning scenarios. To train argumentation, it is of great
importance for the individual student to receive continuous feedback and tutoring throughout their
learning journey [38, 105].
Hence, researchers, especially from the fields of educational technology, CSCW and HCI, have

analyzed how technology-based learning systems can address this gap and enhance students’
learning of argumentation. The application of computer-supported tools in education bears sev-
eral advantages, such as consistency, scalability, perceived fairness, widespread use, and better
availability compared to human teachers. Computer-based argumentation systems can help relieve
some of the burdens on teachers to teach argumentation by supporting learners in creating, editing,
interpreting, or reviewing their own arguments [74]. This has been investigated across a variety
of fields, including law [69], science [66, 90], conversational argumentation [20, 112], business
reviews [110], and online debates [57]. Different computer-supported approaches have been used
in education. Intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) and computer-supported collaborative learning
(CSCL) [44] are of special relevance for argumentation learning since argumentative discussions
and debates have been identified as a key for collaborative learning settings. Following [74, 110],
three different technology-based argumentation learning systems in the field of CSCL and ITS can
be distinguished:

• Discussion scripting approaches: Students are provided with structured elements for
argumentation learning to stimulate interactions based on script theory of guidance [31, 74].

• Representational guidance approaches: Students are supported by being provided with
representations of their argumentation structures with the objective to foster individual
reasoning, collaboration, and learning. A typical example is to help students represent their
argument structure in the form of node-and-link graphs (e.g., [62, 69, 89]).

• Adaptive support approaches: Students are provided with pedagogical feedback on their
actions with hints and recommendations to encourage and guide future activities in the
writing processes. Typical approaches use an automated evaluation to indicate whether an
argument is syntactically and semantically correct (e.g., [2, 57, 69, 85, 87, 107, 110, 113]).

We propose to combine recent advances in NLP, ML, and AM to evaluate new forms of HCI
and computer-supported learning systems based on digital nudging theory for self-regulated
argumentation skill learning [6, 92, 120]. Our aim is to not only address the educational task by
providing feedback with recent computational methods but also focus on the learner through a
user-centered and theory-motivated design to enable an adaptive and individual learning experience
independent of an instructor, time, and place [119].
AM is a relatively new research field in computational linguistics that focuses on the extrac-

tion and analysis of arguments from textual corpora and following and analyzing the lines of
argumentation, i.e., the interplay between arguments. Mainly since 2007, scientists have started
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to publish studies on AM in legal texts, online reviews, or debates [11, 35, 50, 60]. AM tries to
analyze the arguments of a given text based on a defined argumentation structure (often based
on [96]). The identification of argumentation structures can be done on three different levels:
the first level is to detect a sentence containing an argument to differentiate argumentative from
non-argumentative text units [34]. The second level deals with classifying argument components
into claims and premises [60, 84]. The third level is the identification of argumentative relations
[68, 84]. Researchers have developed an increasing interest in intelligent writing assistance [81, 86]
since it enables adaptive argumentative writing support with tailored feedback about arguments
in texts [50, 55]. However, the complexity of using this technology in combination with digital
nudging to provide students with intelligent self-evaluation has, so far, been poorly assessed [50].
In our approach, we focus on the first two subtasks to assess the argumentation level of a student
to provide individual self-evaluation in combination with social nudging [59].

2.3 Digital Nudging to Foster Students’ Self-Regulated Learning
In 2009, [91] introduced the concept of nudging to suggest guiding user behavior through the
targeted design of user interfaces. They define a nudge as "any aspect of the choice architecture that
alters people’s behavior in a predictable way without forbidding any option or significantly changing
their economic incentives". The aim is to build on the known systematic biases in human decision-
making to support people in making better decisions [14]. Based on insights from behavioral
economics, psychological effects that influence behavior are applied or counteracted to support
users in their decision-making process [92]. The concept of influencing people with small design
interventions to nudge them towards a certain behavior has been applied in several domains, such
as information systems (e.g., [59, 117]) or HCI (e.g., [1, 12, 52]). More recently, the positive effects
of nudging have been also used for the design of digital learning systems. [61] have found that
push notifications about missing submissions nudged students to improved assignment adherence
and course grades compared to students who did not receive the nudge. Moreover, [28] have found
that nudging students to give motivational advice to peers (e.g., how to stop procrastinating) leads
to higher academic grades. However, to the best of our knowledge, the concept of nudging has not
been investigated for argumentation skill learning or argumentative writing support, e.g., to nudge
users to write more persuasive texts.
We believe that embedding the concept of nudging for individual writing feedback could help

students learn how to argue in a more effective way. We back up our hypothesis on self-regulated
learning theory [8]. This theory supports our underlying hypothesis that individual and personal
feedback including digital nudging on a student’s argumentation motivates or engages the student
to improve their skill level. Self-regulated learning theory reflects that students learn better with
formative feedback and goal setting [6, 120]. For students in a learning process, especially, critical
reflection through self-monitoring and self-evaluation is an important component for effective
learning [120]. It can be an initial trigger for a student’s learning process and thus the creation
of new knowledge structures. However, the right portion of self-monitoring and self-reflection
in combination with a learning goal is important for students to learn effectively [6, 120]. The
paradigm of nudging could provide guidance in better designing a self-evaluation mechanism [12],
e.g., in how to frame, anchor, or socially compare the user’s behavior to nudge them towards more
persuasive writing [59, 92]. For example, the concept of social comparison [17], also-called social
nudge [7], might lead to a combination of learning feedback and goal setting (e.g., by stating a
feedback message such as "other users have used more arguments in the same task"). For instance,
nudges that include social comparisons with other learners have led to better exam performance
and an increase in study time [63]. Theoretically, the underlying mechanism is also rooted in
social cognitive theory [5] and is thus, a prime candidate for positive behavior change in learning
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processes [6]. Therefore, we aim to investigate if and how individual argumentation self-evaluation
based on ML combined with digital nudging will help students write more convincing texts. To do
so, we designed a novel pedagogical scenario based on a new annotated argumentation corpora
of student-written texts to provide students with adaptive self-evaluation in a real-world writing
exercise.

3 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF ARGUMENTFEEDBACK
In order to investigate how to design an intelligent argumentation writing support tool with
self-evaluation based on ML to influence students’ argumentation writing skills, we designed
ArgumentFeedback. ArgumentFeedback consists of two main components: 1) the theory-based
self-evaluation interface based on digital nudging theory and 2) the adaptive feedback algorithm
to access the individual argumentation level of students. An overview of the basic concept of
ArgumentFeedback is depicted in Figure 2. The evaluation of ArgumentFeedback based on three
user studies is explained in Section 4.

Fig. 2. Basic concept of ArgumentFeedback: students are conducting a persuasive writing exercise in a
common writing editor and are nudged with an intelligent self-evaluation towards more argumentative
writing.

3.1 Self-Evaluation Interface for Individual Argumentation Writing Support
3.1.1 Deriving Requirements for Nudging Students towards more Persuasive Writing. To build a
theory-motivated learning tool, our objective was to apply a rigorous theory-driven approach. We
followed [18] and [103] to conduct a systematic literature review with the aim of deriving a set of
theory requirements.
As a result, we (A) specified the scope of the review, (B) conceived the topic, (C) conducted a

literature search, and (D) examined the findings in terms of requirements. We concentrated our
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research on studies that demonstrated the successful adoption of learning tools for argumentation
skills in step A, defining the review scope. In addition, our purpose is to establish requirements
on a conceptual level, with a focus on an espousal of position and a representative coverage
[18]. We defined two main areas for deriving requirements in step B (conceptualizing the topic):
educational technology and HCI. We first focused on these literature streams since developing
a learning tool for argumentation skills is a complex endeavor that is studied by psychologists,
pedagogues, and computer scientists using various methodologies. To find relevant publications
(step C), we used Google Scholar to run a keyword search. We chose Google Scholar because it
offers advanced full-text searching and a variety of filtering options for academic publications. We
used the following search terms: „Argumentation Learning”, „Argumentation Model”, „Reasoning
Skills”, “Debating Skills” „Collaborative Learning”, „Skill Learning”, „Learning Theory“, „Learning
Tool” and “Learning Systems”. Initially, we received over 1500 hits. Therefore, we defined criteria
for inclusion and exclusion and reviewed the titles and abstracts of our search results in a first step.
We only included studies that dealt with or contributed to a kind of learning tool in the field of
argumentation learning, such as an established pedagogical theory. Several works dealing with
reasoning in other fields of study were omitted. On this basis, we selected 75 papers for a more
intensive analysis.
We summarized similar topics of these contributions as literature issues and formed three

clusters from them, which served as design requirements for our argumentation writing support
tool. The theory requirements were then instantiated and iteratively refined in the course of our
evaluation studies (Study 1 and Study 2) with 37 users. In the course of the evaluation, a fourth
design requirement was derived. Finally, four principles (displayed in Table 1) informed the design
of the final version of our tool, ArgumentFeedback. Based on the guidance of [36] we derived
requirements in the form of design principles that guided the design of our learning tool. Our
design requirements are focused on providing design principles for educational designers to build
intelligent writing support systems. According to [36], these requirements are formulated in a more
abstract way for the general class of writing support systems for educational purposes. Hence, we
can ensure that designers with other pedagogical backgrounds can also apply the principles or
compare their system designs with our requirements. The design requirements were implemented
as functionalities (F1- F8) in our nudging-based argumentation learning system.
Next, our goal was to derive design knowledge for designing a novel nudge for argumentation

skill learning. Based on self-regulated learning theory [120], our aim was to provide students with
self-evaluation based on their current argumentation skill level. In order to achieve our goal, we
followed the proposed methods for designing digital nudges by [76]. The methods provide four
practical steps on how to design a digital nudge for different scenarios, starting with 1) define the
goal, 2) understand the users, 3) design the nudge, and 4) test the nudge.
1) Define nudging goal: The first step was to define the goal that was aimed to be achieved

with digital nudging. Our objective was to provide students with a tool that helped them improve
their argumentation skills based on self-evaluation independent of instruction, time, and location.
To quantify the desired user behavior, we aimed to design a feature that enabled users to write
texts with a higher level of argumentation.
2) Understand the users: Next, the decision behavior of the users was examined, and the

psychological effects were investigated in the context of argumentation skill and digital nudge.
Building on the derived theory-based design requirements on how to build an adaptive argu-
mentation writing support system (see Table 1), our aim was to better understand the human
heuristics and biases in our particular scenario. Hence, we performed a general literature review on
digital nudging and digital nudges in educational settings specifically. We investigated the found
literature under the criteria of a) the underlying psychological effects (heuristics) of the intended
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Design Requirement from Literature Exemplary Guiding Litera-
ture

1) Provide colored in-text argumentation highlighting to
enable students to self-monitor their argumentation
structures in their written text.

[2, 8, 16, 80, 110, 120]

2) Provide argumentation theory explanation and an
argumentation learning goal (e.g., "write your texts as
persuasive as possible") before and during the writing
exercise.

[6, 80, 96]

3) Provide summarizing argumentation scores in a learn-
ing dashboard with transparent explanations to en-
able students to receive a general overview of their
argumentation skill level.

[80, 110]

4) Provide students with adaptive feedback messages to
guide them with feedback and self-evaluation based
on their individual argumentation skill level.

[38, 105, 108, 113]

Table 1. Theory-based design requirements on how to build an intelligent argumentation writing support
system

user behavior, b) the empirical proof of the effect, and c) the insights on digital nudges to influence
the user behavior. Following [13, 58], we found seven heuristics to be suitable for the context of
argumentation skill learning, namely framing, status quo bias, social norms„ loss aversion, anchoring
and adjustment, hyperbolic discounting, decoupling, and priming. After a more detailed evaluation
and a workshop with two senior researchers who had much experience in user-interface design,
digital nudging, and educational research, the concepts of framing, social norms and anchoring and
adjustment were found to be most suitable for nudging students towards adaptive self-monitoring
and self-evaluation based on recent methods from AM.

Along these lines, framing can be used to show specific consequences, implications, or eventuali-
ties of choices. For example, the technique of reinforcement can be used to strengthen the user’s
awareness of the desired behavior [13]. The psychological effect of social norms can be applied
to make comparisons with other people. In this regard, the nudging technique of social influence
is used in literature [13]. Social nudging is based on the psychological effect of an individual’s
tendency to conform to the expectations of others [17]. Hence, user behavior can be influenced
by comparing one’s performance to others. Finally, by nudging users through anchoring and ad-
justment, additional information is provided to students, which is perceived as a reference. Thus,
decision-making can be facilitated, and users can be encouraged to perform a certain behavior [13].
3) Design the nudge: Based on these three derived concepts from literature, we built nine

low-fidelity prototypes with different design instantiations of the three nudge groups (three design
instantiations for each psychological effect). For example, for social nudging, we designed three
different nudge instantiations for argumentation skill monitoring and evaluation. One nudge
instantiation provided the users with a relative social comparison of their numbers of arguments
(e.g., “80% of other users have used at least 6 arguments”). Moreover, users were provided with an
absolute comparison by indicating how many more arguments others have written (e.g., “Other
users have used 2 arguments more on average”) and, thirdly, by a nudge indicating how many
arguments others have written (e.g., “Others have used 8 arguments on average”).
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4) Test the nudge: The different designs were then tested in qualitative evaluations with thirteen
students from our university to receive feedback about the different designs (see Study 1 in 4). Based
on these evaluations, we found that targeted information on the argumentative quality of their
text facilitated the decisions of students to improve their written text argumentatively. Therefore,
we implemented an informative framing nudge to provide students with self-monitoring (control
group in Study 3). Second, the students stated that the social nudge was best suited to provide
them with self-evaluation for argumentation skill learning. Most students mentioned that a social
comparative feature based on the historical number of arguments others users had written for the
same witting task in combination with an individual feedback message encouraged and motivated
them the most to write more arguments. These two nudge designs were used in the evaluations
later on (i.e., Figure 4).

Fig. 3. Additional functionalities of ArgumentFeedback. Left: argumentation theory introduction and goals
setting based on the Toulmin model. Middle: transparent and adaptive explanations of summarizing scores
Right: help button for further information and learning support.

3.1.2 User Interaction of ArgumentFeedback. Following the above-mentioned design requirements
and the insights from nudging literature, ArgumentFeedback is built as a Google Doc’s add-on that
enables students to receive adaptive argumentation evaluation whenever and wherever they want.
A screenshot of ArgumentFeedback and the main functionalities (e.g., F1 - F5) can be regarded in
Figure 1. The interface of ArgumentFeedback is kept rather simple to not distract users from the
educational writing task. Hence, the learning tool is displayed on the right side of the text input field
by providing adaptive argumentation self-evaluation. When starting ArgumentFeedback, students
first receive an introduction to the functionality of the tool. This ensures that first-time users are
aware of the different functionalities of the writing support system. By referring to the Toulmin
argumentation model, students are informed about the basics of argumentation theory (see F6 in
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Figure 3) [96]. We integrated ArgumentFeedback in a popular writing editor. This comes with the
advantage that users can not only write their texts in a familiar environment with several useful
writing functions (such as spell check) but also then with ArgumentFeedback being thus more
easy-to-access and easy-to-use on all kinds of advances through a responsive web-based design. In
fact, to the best of our knowledge, with ArgumentFeedback, we present the first argumentation
learning tool that is integrated into a common writing environment (such as Google Docs or
Microsoft Office). Thus, we believe the availability as an add-on to a known cloud platform will
foster its long-term usage and adaption compared to a stand-alone research tool. After introducing
the user to the function of the tool and providing a short overview of argumentation theory,
ArgumentFeedback displays a simple self-evaluation dashboard to the user (Figure 1: F3, F4, and
F5). After the user writes their text, they can select a certain text part and click on "now analyze".
Afterwards, they will receive an adaptive argumentation evaluation based on their argumentation
skills. To prevent information overload, we incorporated the function of only analyzing selected
text paragraphs. The argumentation monitoring and evaluation consist of three different parts: 1)
the argumentation component highlighting of the claims and premises in the user’s texts (F2), 2) the
overall argumentation feedback scores displayed in bars (F5), and 3) the social comparison (nudge)
along (F3) with the adaptive feedback message (F4). Through the argumentation highlighting,
students can monitor their argumentation skill level. Claims are highlighted in blue and supporting
premises in orange (see F2). Through the color-coding, they can easily assess if a claim is supported
or not and sufficiently backed up with a premise. This function provides the user with clear action
steps on how to improve the persuasiveness and formal quality of their texts. Moreover, best
practices and explanations about argumentation and argumentation theory are provided by clicking
on the "Help" button (see F8 in Figure 3).
The two summarizing scores (readability and persuasiveness) (F5) provide the student with a

ranking of their text to provide general feedback (calculation explained in 3.2.3). By clicking on
the scores or "details", the methodology for calculating the scores, concrete hints, action steps, and
explanations on how the student can increase their score level will be shown (see F7 in Figure 3).
These action steps provide the user with orientation and context to improve their writing quality
[38, 80].

The social nudge (F3 and F4) counts the number of claims in the user’s document and provides
a comparison based on historical data of the underlying knowledge base or task. In our case,
we retrieved a corpus of 200 student-written business pitches. On average, students wrote eight
arguments (claims) in a 300-word pitch. If students had more claims than the average, they received
a positive feedback message (highlighted in green), such as: "Very nice. You displayed your idea
with a sufficient amount of arguments." (see F4 in Figure 1). However, if a student had less than
eight claims, he or she would receive a feedback message highlighted in yellow saying: "Maybe
you could write some more arguments in your texts to improve the persuasiveness of your idea".
The intelligence of ArgumentFeedback is based on a trained AM model.

3.2 Argumentation Mining Algorithm for Adaptive Argumentation Self-Evaluation
To build an adaptive argumentation self-evaluation system based on recent computational methods,
we collected and annotated our own corpus to train and tune a model that provides students with
adaptive argumentation self-evaluation.

3.2.1 Building a Corpus of Persuasive Business Pitches. A major prerequisite for developing NLP
methods that are able to identify argument components and argumentative relations in written
texts is the availability of annotated corpora. Our aim was to provide students with argumentation
self-evaluation when writing a persuasive business pitch. However, no suitable corpus exists in
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literature that is based on a rigorous annotation scheme, consists of sufficient size to train a model
with acceptable predictive accuracy, and fits our pedagogical scenario in the German language [50].
Business model pitches - also called entrepreneurial or business pitches [72] - are described as “a
brief description of the value proposition of an idea or company” [19] with the objective to convince
a group of stakeholders of the novelty of an idea. A business model pitch usually lasts between 30
seconds and two minutes [19]. The formulation of persuasive business model pitches is increasingly
used in modern pedagogical scenarios, e.g., to train the entrepreneurship mindset or agile work (i.e.,
[65]). Students are asked to write a concise but persuasive summary of the “what, why, and how” of
their (business) idea in order to convince a peer. This pedagogical scenario is domain independent,
easy to implement in different settings (e.g., in MOOCs), and can be utilized to train skills such as
logical argumentation. In fact, in their study about entrepreneurial business pitches, [30] found
that “the lack of rational arguments determines the failure of the entrepreneur’s efforts to be persuasive,
regardless of the emotional appeals that are introduced into the pitch”. Therefore, [30] calls for more
emphasis on logical argumentation chains in business pitches.
However, linguistic research on business model pitches is a growing but still small field [24].

Therefore, it is not surprising that no pitch corpus exists that is annotated for argumentation
discourse structures based on an appropriate argumentation scheme [50]. We propose a new
annotation scheme to model argument components in persuasive business model pitches. We based
our annotation scheme on the model of [95] and the studies of [15, 43, 83, 86, 111].

Hence, we gathered a corpus of 200 student-written business model pitches in German. The data
was collected in a mandatory business model innovation lecture at a Western European university.
In this lecture, around 200 students developed and presented a new business model. Students were
asked to write a concise but persuasive pitch about the “what, why, and how” of their novel business
idea in order to convince peer students. Afterwards, the students received peer feedback from three
fellow students on the persuasiveness of their business model pitch. The business pitches were
collected from 2019 to 2020 according to the ethical guidelines of our university and with approval
from the students to utilize the writings for scientific purposes.
Our objective was to model the argumentation level of student-written business model pitches

by capturing argument components. The majority of the pitches in our corpus followed the same
structure. They described a novel business model and then provided convincing statements backed
by examples, statistics, user-centered descriptions, quotes, or intuitions. For capturing the argu-
ment components, we followed established models in argumentation theory that provide detailed
definitions of argument components (e.g., [86, 95]). These theories generally agree that a basic
argument consists of multiple components and that it includes a claim that is supported or attacked
by at least one premise. Also, in the student-written business model pitches, we found that a claim
was the central component of an argument. A claim is a controversial statement (e.g., claiming a
strength or novelty of a business model) that is either true or false and should not be accepted by
the stakeholder without additional support or backing. In business model pitches, authors usually
start or conclude with an overall idea and topic of the business model. Similar to the persuasive
student essays corpus by [86], we modeled this statement as amajor claim. Usually, the major claim
is present in the introduction or conclusion of the pitch - or in both. In the introduction, it often
represents a general claim of the novelty of the business idea, whereas, in the conclusion, the major
claim often summarizes or repeats the argumentation according to the author’s business model
idea. The major claim is then backed up by several other claims to manifest its validity. The premise
supports the validity of the claim (e.g., by providing a statistic, analogy, user-centered example, or
a value-based intuition). It is a reason given by the author to persuade the reader of their claim.
Two native German speakers annotated the business pitches independently from each other

for the major claim, claims, and premises according to the annotation guidelines we specified.
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Inspired by [86, 111], our guidelines consisted of 16 pages, including definitions and rules for
what an argument is composed of, which annotation scheme was to be used, and how argument
components were to be judged. After constructing the annotation guidelines, the results were
discussed and validated by two independent senior researchers concerning the criteria of robustness,
conciseness, extensibility, and comprehensibility. Several private training sessions and three team
workshops were performed to resolve disagreements among the annotators and to reach a common
understanding of the annotation guidelines. We used the tagtog annotation tool. After the first 50
pitches had been annotated by both annotators, we calculated the inter-annotator agreement (IAA)
scores. As we obtained satisfying results, we proceeded with a single annotator who marked the
remaining 150 documents. The exact annotation guidelines as well as the entire corpus is published
and can be accessed in [109].

3.2.2 Inter-Annotator Agreement. To evaluate the reliability of the argument component annota-
tions, we followed the approach of [83]. Since there were no predefined markables, the annotators
not only had to identify the type of argument component but also its boundaries. In order to assess the
latter, we use Krippendorff’s 𝛼U [46], which allows for assessing the reliability of an annotated cor-
pus considering the differences in the markable boundaries. To evaluate the annotators’ agreement
in terms of the selected category of an argument component for a given sentence, we calculated the
percentage agreement and two chance-corrected measures, multi 𝜋 [32] and Krippendorff’s 𝛼 [45].

% Multi-𝜋 Krip. 𝛼 Krip. 𝛼U
Major claim 0.9948 0.9673 0.9673 0.5186

Claim 0.8729 0.7087 0.7088 0.5002
Premise 0.8768 0.7454 0.7455 0.5356

Table 2. Inter-annotator agreement of argument component annotations

Table 2 displays the resulting IAA scores. We obtained an IAA of 87.3% for the claims and 87.7%
for the premises. The corresponding multi-𝜋 scores were 0.71 and 0.75. Regarding Krippendorff’s 𝛼 ,
a score of 0.71 and 0.75 was obtained, indicating a substantial agreement for both categories. With
a score of 0.50 and 0.54, the unitized 𝛼 of both the claim and premise annotations was somewhat
smaller compared to the sentence-level agreement. Thus, the boundaries of argument components
were less precisely identified in comparison to the classification into argument types. Yet the scores
still suggested that there was a moderate level of agreement between the annotators. Finally, with
an IAA of 99.5% and a score of 0.97 for both multi-𝜋 and Krippendorff’s 𝛼 , we obtained an almost
perfect agreement for the major claims. Hence, we concluded that the annotation of the argument
components in the student-written business model pitches was reliably possible.

The final corpus consisted of 200 student-written business pitches in German that were composed
of 3,207 sentences with 61,964 tokens in total. Hence, on average, each document had 16 sentences
and 305 tokens. A total of 262 major claims, 1,270 claims, and 1,481 premises were annotated. 1,069
textual spans were identified as not being an argument component (“None”).

3.2.3 Modeling Argumentation Structures in Persuasive Business Pitches. After building and exam-
ining our corpus, we used the raw data to train an ML model. In order to give students individual
arguments self-evaluation during the writing process, our goal was to integrate a classification
algorithm into the back end of an argumentative writing support system. The task is defined as
sentence-based, with each sentence being either a claim, a premise, or non-argumentative. In order
to classify the argumentative elements of a given text, we trained and adjusted the hyperparameters
of an LSTM model[39] , as several other researcher (e.g., [16]) had achieved satisfactory results
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with this approach. We tokenized the texts and created word embeddings from them (GloVe). The
texts were tokenized and converted into word embeddings (GloVe) (one-hot encoded labels). Using
an 80:20 stratified split, the data set was divided into training and test sets. Eight layers and 60
units per layer made up the LSTM design, which had a dropout rate of zero. According to the
test results, the component classification had an accuracy of 54.12 percent, a precision of 55.90
percent, and a recall of 54.12 percent. We compared our approach to a model called a Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) model [21]. The best results were obtained
with a learning rate of 1e-5, a batch size of 16, and a training period of more than 25 epochs
for the BERT model. The LSTM’s accuracy of 54.12% compares poorly to other studies on AM
component classification on student-written text from a technical standpoint. For instance, [110]
recently achieved an accuracy of 65.4% for the classification of argumentation components in
German student-written peer reviews. However, as described in Section 4, our qualitative research
supported the notion that our model appeared to be sufficiently solid for students to receive a
satisfying feedback to their argumentative pitches.
Furthermore, we calculated two summary scores to provide students with an overview of the

quality of their argumentation based on previously extracted argumentative structures, including
Readability: How readable is the text based on the Flesch Reading Ease score [33]?
Argumentativeness: How is the proportion of argumentative parts in the text compared to
non-argumentative parts?

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we describe the experimental evaluation of our study. Our goal was to answer
how can an individual argumentation self-evaluation tool based on ML to influence students’
argumentation writing skills be designed. Hence, we conducted three evaluation studies according
to [82, 99]. We 1) qualitatively evaluated (Study 1) the nudge design of our tool, 2) performed a proof-
of-concept evaluation (Study 2) concerning the functionality and design of ArgumentFeedback,
and 3) performed a proof-of-value field-experimental evaluation (Study 3) to investigate if and how
individual argumentation self-evaluation in combination with social nudging and adaptive feedback
will help students write more convincing texts. An overview of the experimental evaluation and
the three studies can be found in Table 3. In total, we evaluated our tool with 83 students. All
participants were bachelor’s or master’s students of Business Innovation and were recruited at a
Western European German-speaking university. We ensured that no student participated in more
than one study to control for intervention effects.

4.1 Study 1:Qualitative Design Evaluation
To ensure the validity of our design and incorporate the change requests from users about the
functionality and the instantiations of the different nudges and pre-test effects for argumentation
skill learning, we performed two studies (Study 1 and Study 2). The objectives of these studies were
to verify if the theory-derived design requirements were of value to the students, to measure their
completeness, and to identify student-based design requirements and requests.

4.1.1 Study Design. The aim of Study 1 was to evaluate the alpha version of ArgumentFeedback as
a first prototype in Google Docs. Our objective was to ensure that the design of the argumentation
self-monitoring nudge leads to the intended effects and positive perceptions of the users. Therefore,
we performed a qualitative evaluation, where we asked students to use our application to write a
short persuasive paragraph of 50 to 100 words about a business idea. Afterwards, the students were
interviewed about their experience with the tool and their perception of particular design features,
such as the argumentation highlighting, the theory explanation, and the summarizing scores (to
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Study Objective Design n Results
Study 1 - Ensure all theory-derived

requirements are correctly
addressed and instantiated
in our design
- Ensure that the design
of the two nudges (argu-
mentation self-monitoring
and argumentation self-
evaluation) leads to the in-
tended effects and positive
perceptions of the users

Qualitative
evaluation
based on
user ob-
servation
and post-
questionnaire

13 - Fourteen change requests regard-
ing the design and functionalities of
ArgumentFeedback (e.g., concern-
ing a "help" function, the size and
color of the analyze button, and re-
quests about the explanation and
feedback texts of the two summariz-
ing scores)
- Social comparative features based
on the historical number of argu-
ments in combination with an in-
dividual feedback message lead to
high user satisfaction

Study 2 - Proof-of-concept evalua-
tion of final version of Ar-
gumentFeedback in a real-
world educational writing
scenario in an artificial and
controlled set-up
- Ensure that technical
artifacts provide high-
quality argumentation
self-evaluation

Laboratory
experiment

24 - Perceived usefulness and perceived
ease of use show promising results
for using an intelligent writing sup-
port system based on our design for
supporting students in writing ar-
gumentative texts [100]
- The positive measured self-efficacy
of the students might indicate that
ArgumentFeedback increases self-
regulated learning (i.e., [6])

Study 3 - Empirically investigate
the effects of intelligent
argumentation self-
evaluation in the field
- Evaluate to what extent
an intelligent writing sup-
port system in combina-
tion with self-evaluation
nudging influences the ar-
gumentation writing skills
of students in a large-scale
learning setting

Field experi-
ment

46 - Intelligent argumentation self-
evaluation including social compar-
ison for students’ argumentation
skills on business pitches feedback
helps them to write more convinc-
ing texts
- Students using ArgumentFeed-
back including an intelligent self-
evaluation nudge wrote texts with
a better formal and perceived qual-
ity of argumentation to the ones
receiving only an (intelligent) self-
monitoring nudge.

Table 3. Overview of the experimental evaluation of ArgumentFeedback in three subsequent studies

control the theory-based design requirements in Table 1). Moreover, participants were explicitly
asked about the perception and the use of different digital nudges, which were prototypically
instantiated in different versions of ArgumentFeedback. For example, the participants were asked
to indicate how they felt when they read the written social comparison information.
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In total, thirteen students participated in Study 1 (eight were graduate students, seven were
undergraduates). Seven were male, and six were female with an average age of 24.0 (SD= 2.16).

4.1.2 Results. Based on the qualitative answers, the observed usage, and the reported experience,
several change requests for design instantiations were collected. For example, based on several
user comments, the theory-explanations in ArgumentFeedback were shortened (e.g., "I would cut
the ’for your information’, I think that is redundant."), and an introduction to the usage of the
tool was added to provide the users with a quick overview of the core functionalities (e.g., "An
introduction to the learning tool would have helped me to get better familiar with the usage of
the tool"). Concerning the nudges, eleven of the thirteen students (84 percent) mentioned that the
social comparative feature based on the historical number of arguments that the other users had
written for the same witting task combined with an individual feedback message would encourage
and motivate them the most to write more arguments. One student mentioned, for example, “A
social comparison would probably grab my ambition and I would try to include more arguments.
Nevertheless, there is the ’danger’ that you get too hung up on the number of arguments and the
text lose importance”, another mentioned “I think a social comparison is very good, because on
the one hand a comparison is made with others and on the basis of that, a tip is then given to me.
The wording needs to be very motivating in my opinion.”, or "A social comparison would help
me seeing my text from another perspective. This offers something only another person could
do: giving inputs that you could never come up with on you own since writing a text is often an
obstacle in the correction process."). Hence, we incorporated that into our design and scripted
different motivational messages based on the argumentation evaluation. Moreover, several smaller
design requests were captured, such as including a "help" function, the size and color of the analyze
button, and requests about the explanation and feedback texts of the two summarizing scores. In
total, we captured fourteen change requests based on Study 1 (five general requests, two about the
introduction, two about the text explanations, three about the learning dashboard, and two about
the digital nudges).

4.2 Study 2: Proof-of-Concept Laboratory Experiment
The aim of Study 2 was to empirically evaluate the application of ArgumentFeedback in a real-
world educational writing scenario. Hence, after we incorporated all of the change requests from
Study 1, we designed a laboratory experiment where students were asked to conduct a persuasive
writing exercise and provided adaptive argumentation self-evaluation with social comparison and
an adaptive feedback message (similar to TG in Study 3 - see Figure 4).

In total, 24 students participated in this study. The participants were, on average, 24.31 years old
(SD= 1.99); 11 were male, and 10 were female. 20 were studying at the master’s level, and four were
at the bachelor’s level. All students were business students. We controlled the experiment so that
no student from Study 1 also took part in Study 2.

4.2.1 Study Design. The experiment consisted of two parts: 1) an argumentative writing task and
2) a post-survey.

1) Argumentative writing task: The experiment started with the students receiving a link to
Google Docs, where they were asked to open our ArgumentFeedback add-on and become familiar
with the tool. Next, they retrieved a business pitch of around 300 words. The students were asked to
rewrite the pitch with the objective to increase its persuasiveness in order to convince a potential
audience of investors. We asked all participants to use ArgumentFeedback to monitor and evaluate
the argumentation level and the persuasiveness of their text. Providing the students with a pre-
written text with incorporated argumentative flaws ensured that the students could focus on the
argumentative part of the task and not on brainstorming their own novel business model. During
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the task, students received intelligent argumentation evaluation on the text, including a social
comparison and an adaptive feedback message.
2) Post-survey: In the post-survey, we measured the perceived ease of use, the intention to

use, and the perceived usefulness of the participants following the technology acceptance model
of [100, 101]. Example items for the three constructs were: "The use of the argumentation tool
enables me to write better argumentative texts" or "I would find the tool to be flexible to interact with."
Moreover, we measured the self-efficacy of students for the task of argumentation skill learning
based on three items following [6] to control for self-regulated learning. The items included, "In
comparison to other users, I will write a good argumentative text", "I am sure that I could write a very
good argumentative text", and "I think I now know quite a bit about argumentative writing." Both
constructs were measured with a 1- to 7-point Likert scale (1: totally disagree to 7: totally agree,
with 4 being a neutral statement). Also, we asked two questions to control for the digital nudge,
such as "I noticed on the analysis page the information on how many arguments I used compared
to other users." and "The information about how many arguments I used compared to other users
motivated me to write more arguments.". Finally, we captured the demographics and asked three
qualitative questions: "What did you particularly like about the use of the argumentation tool?",
"What else could be improved?" and "Do you have any other ideas?" In total, we asked 15 questions
in the post-survey.

4.2.2 Results. The perceived usefulness of students using ArgumentFeedback had a mean value of
4.65 (SD= 1.42). The perceived ease of use of our tool was rated with a mean value of 5.31 (SD= 1.81).
All of the results were positive when compared to the midpoint scale of 4, indicating a positive
technology acceptance of our writing support tool in the particular pedagogical scenario [100, 101].
Hence, we concluded that our design instantiations based on the derived theory requirements
were satisfying for the user. Moreover, participants of Study 2 judged the self-efficacy with a
mean value of 4.62 (SD= 1.23). Moreover, the two control questions for the evaluation of the social
comparison nudge were judged with a mean of 5.94 (SD= 1.48), representing a positive result.
Finally, we analyzed the qualitative answers and clustered similar responses into categories. In
summary, the adaptive self-evaluation based on in-text highlighting and the summarized scores
were positively mentioned several times. At the same time, students also mentioned that, sometimes,
wrong argumentative components seemed to be highlighted by ArgumentFeedback. Some also
asked for more details on the functionality of the tool, e.g., information about the accuracy of the
feedback algorithm. We incorporated this qualitative feedback, e.g., by improving some transparent
explanations about the functionality of our tool.

4.3 Study 3: Proof-of Value Field Experiment
After evaluating the qualitative design of our approach (Study 1) and conducting a proof-of-concept
study with ArgumentFeedback (Study 2), our objective was to empirically evaluate and investigate
the effects of intelligent self-evaluation in the field. Hence, we designed a pedagogical scenario in
which participants were asked to write a persuasive business pitch of 300 words.Wemanipulated the
way students received self-monitoring and adaptive self-evaluation based on the persuasiveness of
their pitches. Study 3 was conducted as a field experiment in a large-scale lecture about information
management at a Western European University. Participants were randomly assigned to one of
two groups, a treatment group, and a control group. Students in the control group used a version
of ArgumentFeedback which provided them with general argumentation self-monitoring based
on syntactic rules (see Figure 4). The syntactical rules of the CG were the same two summarizing
scores (readability and persuasiveness) from the treatment group.
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Fig. 4. Overview of both experimental groups: participants of the control group (CG) received argumentation
self-monitoring based on syntactical rules while conducting an argumentative writing exercise. Participants in
the treatment group (TG) were nudged with an intelligent self-evaluation interface based on social comparison
and an adaptive feedback message based on our trained ML model.

4.3.1 Study design. The field experiment was conducted in a lecture where students created and
presented digital business models. In one project, the students were required to provide a new
business concept based on a value proposition canvas [67]. A 300-word persuasive business pitch
on the value proposition of their business idea was also required as part of the assignment. The
assignment was to create a pitch that would persuade potential investors. Although participation
in the assignment was not required in order to complete the class, doing well on it would increase
students’ final grades (by around two percent). The persuasiveness of the business pitch, for example,
had no bearing on the assignment’s grading and, as a result, no bearing on the final grade. We asked
the students to write their business pitches on the Google Docs platform. Here, we provided them
with different levels of feedback on the argumentation level of their business pitch. Nevertheless,
we ensured that the students also had the opportunity to conduct the exercise in any other writing
tool of their choice due to data privacy reasons and the ethical standards of our university. Students
who chose to not use Google Docs in combination with ArgumentFeedback were excluded from
the sample.

In total, 46 students from the course successfully completed our experiment (including pre-test,
argumentative writing task and post-test). After randomization, we counted 21 results in the control
group and 25 in the treatment group. Participants of the control group had an average age of 24.17
(SD= 3.56, 9 males, 12 females) and participants in the treatment group had an average age of 23.04
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(SD= 2.32, 13 males, 12 females). The persuasive writing task took an average of 30 to 45 minutes.
All participants of Study 3 had neither participated in Study 1 nor in Study 2. The experiment
consisted of three main parts: 1) pre-test, 2) persuasive writing exercise and 3) post-test. The pre-and
post-phases were consistent for all participants. In the writing phase, the treatment group used
ArgumentFeedback with adaptive self-evaluation based on social comparison and an individual
feedback message to conduct the persuasive writing exercise, whereas participants of the control
group conducted the same exercise using ArgumentFeedback with argumentation self-evaluation
based on syntactic rules.

1) Pre-test: The experiment started with a pre-survey of eight questions. We tested two different
constructs to assess whether the randomization was successful. First, we asked four questions
to test the personal innovativeness in the domain of information technology of the participants
following [3]. The exemplary items were, "I like to experiment with new information technologies,"
or "If I heard about a new information technology, I would look for ways to experiment with it," "In
general, I am hesitant to try out new information technologies," and "Among my peers, I am usually the
first to try out new information technologies." Second, we tested the construct of feedback-seeking of
the individuals following [4]. Example items were: "It is important for me to receive feedback on my
performance" or "I find feedback on my performance useful." Both constructs were measured with a
1- to 7-point Likert scale (1: totally disagree to 7: totally agree, with 4 being a neutral statement).

2) Persuasive writing exercise: In the persuasive writing exercise of the experiments, we asked
the participants to write a persuasive business pitch of 300 words. More information about the
structure and the definition of a persuasive business pitch can be found in Section 3.2.1. Students
in the treatment group used ArgumentFeedback with adaptive self-evaluation based on a social
comparison to conduct the same exercise. Participants of the control group conducted the same
exercise using ArgumentFeedback with self-evaluation based on syntactic rules.
3) Post-test: Similar to Study 2, in the post-survey, we measured the perceived ease of use,

the intention to use, and the perceived usefulness of the participants following the technology
acceptance model of [100, 101] to ensure the validity of our design instantiation (exemplary item
for intention to use: "Imagine the tool would be available in your next course, would you use it?"). All
constructs were measured with a 1- to 7-point Likert scale (1: totally disagree to 7: totally agree,
with 4 being a neutral statement). Finally, we captured the demographics and asked, again, three
qualitative questions: "What did you particularly like about the use of the argumentation tool?",
"What else could be improved?", and "Do you have any other ideas?" In total, we asked 13 questions
in the post-survey of Study 3.

4.3.2 Measurement of ArgumentationQuality. Following recent studies on adaptive argumentation
learning [108, 110], our major goal was to assess the quality of both groups’ written texts. As a
result, we looked at two primary varibles: 1) the formal quality of the argumentation, and 2) the
perceived quality of the argumentation [108, 110].

1) Formal quality of the argumentation: The written business pitches were analyzed for their
formal quality of argumentation. As [110], we applied the annotation scheme for argumentative
knowledge construction described by [116]. This annotation scheme has been applied in various
studies and has proven high objectivity, reliability, and validity (e.g., [88, 108, 110]). To measure
the formal quality of the argumentation, the annotator had to distinguish between a) unsupported
claims, b) supported claims, c) limited claims, and d) supported and limited claims. A more precise
description of the scheme can be found in [116]. Therefore, we trained two annotators based
on the 16-page annotation guidelines from our corpus to assess the argumentation components
of the persuasive pitches. More information about the guidelines, the annotation study, and the
inter-annotator agreements can be found in Section 3.2.2. The formal quality of the argumentation
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of the individual user was then defined by the number of arguments written by a user during
the writing phase. Following [88], only supported, limited, and supported and limited claims were
counted as argumentation.
2) Perceived quality of the argumentation: As done in prior studies [108, 110], we also

captured the perceived quality of the argumentation. The two annotators subjectively assessed how
persuasive the given argumentation was on a Likert scale from 1 to 7 points (1: not very persuasive,
7: very persuasive). We took the mean of both annotators as a final variable for the formal and the
perceived quality of the argumentation of the texts.

4.3.3 Results. Our objective was to investigate the difference between the argumentation self-
monitoring nudge based on syntactical rules (CG) and the ML-based argumentation self-evaluation
nudge (TG) on the students’ argumentative writing skills and answer behavior. Moreover, we aimed
to control for the design of our intelligent argumentation writing support tool and its impact on the
students’ perceived user-experience. Hence, we compared both the formal and perceived quality
of the argumentation between the written texts of the control groups and the treatment group.
In particular, we used a double-sided t-test to evaluate whether the means of the constructs are
significantly different. We compared the results of the perception measures, such as intention to
use, perceived usefulness, and ease of use to the midpoints scale to validate our design intervention
of ArgumentFeedback as done in [53]. Finally, we evaluated the differences in the means of the two
constructs included in the pre-test and the manipulation checks to ensure that the randomization
resulted in randomized groups and to account for the effects of interfering variables with our
limited sample size. We received p values larger than 0.05 between the treatment and the control
group for both dimensions, including personal innovativeness and feedback-seeking of individuals
(personal innovativeness p= 0.4697, feedback-seeking of individuals p= 0.5047). This demonstrated
that no significant difference in the mean values for these two constructs existed between the
groups.

Argumentation writing quality

Group formal argumentation quality (num-
ber of formally correct arguments)

perceived quality of argumentation
(1-7 Likert scale, 1:low, 7: high)

Mean TG 4.875 4.5
Mean CG 3.6428 3.738
SD TG 1.2445 0.8597
SD CG 1.2056 0.9568
p-value 0.0016** 0.0079**

Table 4. Results on the argumentation writing quality between both groups (***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p< 0.05)

The average number of arguments in the texts from the participants using ArgumentFeedback
with intelligent self-evaluation (TG) for the persuasive writing exercise was 4.875 (SD= 1.4). The
participants in the control group wrote their texts with a mean of 3.64 arguments (SD= 1.20) (see
Table 4 and Figure 5). A double-sided t-test confirmed that the treatment group wrote texts with a
statistically significantly higher quality of formal argumentation: t-value= -3.369 and p= 0.0016.
These results indicate that intelligent self-evaluation based on social comparison and an adaptive
feedback message on the students’ argumentation in their business pitches helped them write more
formally convincing texts.
For the perceived quality of the argumentation (see Table 4), we found that, on a Likert scale

from 1 to 7 points (1: not very persuasive, 7: very persuasive, 4: neutral), texts from the TG achieved
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Fig. 5. Results on formal (left) and perceived (right) quality of argumentation between both tools.

an average value of 4.5 (SD= 0.85). For the CG, we measured a perceived quality of 3.73 (SD= 0.95).
The double-sided t-test confirmed that the text of both groups significantly differ in the perceived
argumentation level: t-value= 2.7934, p= 0.0079.

User perceptions and qualitative user feedback
Finally, we evaluated the students’ perception in order to check for the validity of our design

instantiation of ArgumentFeedback. Thus, we calculated the mean across all of the groups for
the perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, and intention to use and compared them to the
midpoints. All results were greater than the neutral value of 4, indicating a positive value for the
design and the pedagogical scenario. A high perceived usefulness (mean= 4.2647, SD= 1.3227),
intention to use (mean= 4.4975, SD= 1.2966), and ease of use (mean= 5.0096, SD= 1.1546) are
especially important for learning tools to ensure students are experiencing the usage of the tool as
a benefit and that they find it easy to interact with. This will foster the motivation, engagement,
and adoption of the learning application. We also asked open questions in our survey to receive
the participants’ opinions about the tool they used. The general attitude for ArgumentFeedback
was quite positive. Participants positively mentioned the intelligent self-evaluation, the social
comparison, and the integration of Google Docs several times (e.g., "The argumentation tool was
very clear and accurate. The green highlighted tip once again motivated you to revise and improve
your pitch. It was pleasant to work with because it also didn’t take up too much space on the
screen. The hints were helpful."). However, participants also criticized the feedback accuracy, the
granularity of the feedback, and suggested to provide concrete argument suggestions to provide
more feedback on how to improve the argumentativeness (e.g., "Recognizing justifications could
be improved. Better tips to improve readability."). We translated the responses from German and
categorized the most representative responses in Table 5.

5 DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS AND THEORY IMPLICATIONS
In this study, we aimed to investigate, design and evaluated a novel student-centered learning
system called ArgumentFeedback to enable students to self-evaluate their argumentation writing
skills independently. We evaluated our learning system in one qualitative study (Study 1), one
laboratory experiment (Study 2), and one field experiment (Study 3). We observed that participants
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Cluster Exemplary User Response
Social comparison "The argumentative comparison with peers serves as an incentive to write

at least as many or more arguments."
Summarizing scores "Readability as a criterion is often neglected for argumentative texts. The

feedback on this was very helpful for me to improve my pitch."
Argumentative feedback "I was encouraged to write more arguments without stretching the text too

much, as the ratio of the length of the text to the arguments is taken into
account. Likewise, one is motivated to shorten the sentences. It is also good
that tips are given for the categories in order to improve the evaluation."
"It was not clear to me what was required in the readability. On the
one hand, you should write short sentences, but on the other hand, you
should include many arguments in them, this seemed difficult to me in
the implementation."
"The evaluation of the tool is more focused on the quantified design of the
text, e.g. how many claims do you have in your text, but not the qualitative
design of the argument, this should be improved again, as quality should
be put before quantity."

Dynamics of the interaction "In general, the tool should be more dynamic if possible. Going through an
analysis every time is a bit cumbersome (tagging, etc.). Automatic updates
of the feedback and metrics would improve the user experience a lot."

Feedback accuracy "I believe I have always substantiated my claims, however the tool did not
identify them. This has surprised me, since I have used extra words like in
the given example."

Table 5. Representative examples of qualitative user responses

who received an intelligent self-evaluation nudge including a social comparison and an adaptive
feedback message when writing a persuasive business pitch wrote more formally argumentative
texts compared to students who received only general self-monitoring. Furthermore, the perceived
persuasiveness of the texts was significantly higher than of the texts from students using the
alternative tool. The student perceptions (usefulness, intention to use and ease of use) and the
qualitative data acquired in our experiments indicate a positive effect of an self-evaluation nudge
including a social comparison and an adaptive feedback message based on argumentation mining.
Therefore, this study expands prior research around formative feedback and digital nudging in
computer-supported learning and HCI that used mainly exploratory or non-automated approaches
(e.g., [2, 110, 113]).

Our work comes with important theoretical implications. The results provides further evidence
for the findings of recent studies on argumentation skill learning in HCI (e.g., [2, 57, 108, 110])
in a) a new pedagogical domain and scenario (business model pitches) and b) based on digital
nudging theory. Hence, for practitioners and designers we provide insights (in the form of design
requirements and empirical results) on how to design intelligent writing support systems based
on recent advantages in NLP and ML. The self-evaluation nudge, along with social comparison
and feedback messages on students’ argumentation skills, seemed to help students to write more
persuasive texts compared to onlymonitoring their argumentative writing based on syntactical rules.
Educational designers can build on our findings to embed our design features and requirements in
writing support tools in other domains or languages to support skill learning at scale. Especially
for the growing field of MOOCs, our study might shed additional light on the mechanisms, the
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design and effects of nudging mechanisms which can be applied in online writing tasks to improve
learning outcomes.
Moreover, our results contribute to nudging theory [92]. The findings signify that the social

comparison contributes to, on the one hand, providing learning feedback and, on the other hand,
necessary goal setting [17]. This is also reflected in the numerous qualitative comments we received
about the peer comparison by user. Students seem to be nudged in their argumentative writing
behavior, as social comparisons with other learners lead to better learning outcomes, which is even
more relevant when being confronted with unusual tasks such as argumentation tasks. Moreover,
our study contributes to literature about social conformity [17]. The results are in line with the
results on social nudging for learning, e.g., with [63], who found that social comparison leads to
higher exam performance and an increase in study time [63]. The correct level of self-evaluation
on a student’s skills, such as argumentation skills, seems to lead to high self-efficacy and thus
higher learning outcomes. Additionally, our findings are in line with self-regulated learning theory
[120]. The results seem to confirm the underlying mechanism rooted in social cognitive theory [5]
that intelligent self-evaluation with social comparison and adaptive monitoring leads to positive
behavior changes in learning processes [6]. For argumentation skill learning, this result is especially
novel. Past research on adaptive argumentation learning tools based on computational methods,
such as [2, 110, 113], have mostly focused on adaptive argumentation monitoring, e.g, based on
in-text highlighting [2, 16, 55] or an argumentation discourse monitoring [110]. Social comparisons
for argumentative writing were mostly neglected or even showed that users did not prefer to
compare themselves with peers, e.g., [112]. Moreover, traditional argumentation learning theory,
such as the representational guidance theory by [89], solely focuses on argumentation monitoring,
e.g., supporting argumentation learning by providing representations of argumentation structures
with the objective to stimulate and improve individual reasoning, collaboration, and learning
[69, 90]. Our research provides novel insights on how to support students’ argumentative writing
based on self-evaluation and digital nudging more efficiently.
Furthermore, our work comes with several practical implications, especially in HCI research

and computer-supported collaborative learning. We provide insights on a holistic design of a
student-centered writing support tool based on recent advantages in computational linguistics and
digital nudging theory for self-regulated argumentation skill learning and metacognition skills.
Moreover, we demonstrate the effectiveness of social nudging for argumentation learning through
evaluating our tool ArgumentFeedback in three empirical studies with a total of 83 students. The
results provide insight into the potential of designing student-centered learning tools based on
NLP and ML combined with digital nudging to foster self-regulated argumentative writing in a
student’s learning journey. Our research shows a case example of supporting metacognition skills
in a scalable and individual way in possible large-scale scenarios. We contribute to computer-
supported learning by showing that interactions with a writing feedback tool in a common writing
environment have the potential to impact students’ learning processes, resulting in increased
levels of skill development. The qualitative results indicate that this new technology might be
able to offer intelligent feedback for self-regulated learning in a more natural and adaptive way.
Especially in distance-learning scenarios such as MOOCs and in common mass lectures at public
universities, automated writing feedback in common writing environments such as Google Docs
could be a beneficial addition to current learning environments at scale. Thus, we provide design
knowledge for other researchers and educators to design and compare similar tools for the support
of metacognition skills of students based on computational methods and nudging theory.
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6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Nevertheless, our work faces several limitations. First of all, the accuracy of our AM algorithm
leaves space for improvement. Our model only predicted argumentation components with an
accuracy of 54.12%. Nevertheless, we already found significant effects of argumentation in-text
highlighting in combination with a social nudge on students’ argumentation writing qualities. This
could indicate that even "low performing" prediction models could already contribute to students’
learning outcomes. We hypothesize that receiving adaptive feedback, even if erroneous, triggers
students to more reflect on their argumentative writing compared to non-adaptive argumentation
feedback. Future literature could dig deeper into this phenomenon by investigating this hypothesis.
Nevertheless, we believe with higher accuracy the impact of our tool ArgumentFeedback on
students’ argumentative writing abilities should be even greater. Moreover, in our study, we only
provided insights on the short-term effects of our design interventions. In Study 3, we showed that
self-evaluation has a short-term influence on a student’s argumentation skills. For future work, we
suggest measuring the long-term learning effects on students’ skills based on different nudging
interventions, e.g., adaptive nudging to prevent habituation or wear-out effects.

Next, we compared the design of our nudge against a non-nudging based version in combination
with syntactical feedback. For future research, it would be interesting to compare our nudging-based
argumentation learning tool against established writing support systems such as Grammarly and
investigate the similarities and differences in the usage and interaction with these tools in students
writing processes. Additionally, we want to highlight the ethical limitations of our study. Regarding
the implementation of our intelligent writing support system, we do not want to replace human
educators by any means, as we believe that skilled teachers will always be able to provide better
individual writing support than ArgumentFeedback. However, we hope that through our system,
human educators can focus more on detailed questions and devote more time to difficult cases.
Also, we see several data privacy concerns about integrating our tool in a common writing editor,
since personal data, e.g., about the argumentation skill level of students, might be exposed to large
stock-based tech companies. Hence, we call for future discussions on how to overcome the trade-off
of making novel user-centered learning applications widely accessible and easy to use, e.g., by
integrating them in known cloud environments without exposing learner data to third parties.

Furthermore, writing support tools in general can be misused by students, e.g., by cheating the
algorithm or skating the exercises. Although, we did not observe such behaviour in our quantitative
and qualitative data, a rigorous observation study in an educational scenario (e.g., with eye-tracking
) of potential misuse and harm of such systems is needed in future research.

All in all, we aim to offer insights on the learner-centered design to further improve educational
applications based on advances in computational methods. With further progress in NLP and ML,
we hope our work will attract researchers to design more intelligent forms of HCI systems for other
learning scenarios or metacognition skills and thus contribute to the OECD Learning Framework
2030 towards a metacognition-skill-based education.

7 CONCLUSION
In our research, we (1) constructed a novel, theory-driven argumentation annotation scheme for
student-written business model pitches, (2) compiled a corpus of 200 student-written texts, (3)
trained a LSTM to predict the individual argumentation skill level, and (4) embedded the model
in our student-centered and theory-informed design based on nudging theory. We evaluated our
final tool, ArgumentFeedback, in three studies and observed that participants who received an
intelligent self-evaluation nudge including social comparison and an adaptive feedback message
when writing a persuasive business pitch wrote more formally argumentative texts compared to
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students who received only general self-monitoring. The measured intention to use, the perceived
ease of use, and the perceived usefulness provide promising results for the usage of social nudging
in combination with adaptive feedback for effective self-regulated argumentative skill learning. The
results suggest that a student-centered learning tool based on digital nudging combined with ML
and NLP feedback helps students write more persuasive texts even with a low-performing model.
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